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PREFACE

August 2015 will mark the seventieth anniversary of the atomic bombings of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki. Instead of learning from the injustices inflicted on the people of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, the world has spent the last seven decades continuing to manufacture and horde
weapons of mass destruction to the degree that we now possess the capability to end all life on
earth. In 1967, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. stated: “Today there is no longer a choice between
violence and nonviolence. It is either nonviolence or nonexistence.” This is a fact of our reality
that we do not like to admit. Although we may not believe we have the agency to end the
proliferation of nuclear weapons, we must remember that these very devices were created by the
hands of man. It is our responsibility to realize the mistake we made in creating the mechanized
tools of our own undoing. We must own up to this responsibility and take the necessary
measures to ensure that there are no more Hiroshimas, and no more Nagasakis. We owe this to
those in Hiroshima and Nagasaki who were forced to witness the true atrocity of nuclear warfare,
to ourselves and the society we inhabit, and to the future generations to come.
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Introduction
Hiroshima, Nagasaki, and Now
I am, to ‘suffer dully all the wrongs of Man’ accumulated throughout the twentieth century’s
monstrous developments in technology. This I do in the hope that, as one with only a
peripheral place in the world, I can find decent and humanistic ways to contribute to the
healing and reconciliation of all peoples
-Ōe Kenzaburō, Hiroshima Notes

Figure	
  1:	
  The	
  Atomic	
  Dome	
  in	
  Hiroshima

On the morning of August 6, 1945, the first atomic bomb used to kill human beings was
dropped on Hiroshima.1
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Three days later, on the morning of August 9, an even more powerful bomb was dropped over
Nagasaki.2

Figure	
  2:	
  Destruction	
  in	
  Nagasaki

It was hard for many to find words that would adequately describe the bomb and its aftermath. In
his poem “Rage” (Fundo), poet Tanaka Kishirō attests to the inability of language to adequately
express the nature of such a horrific event:

However one tries to speak
However one tries to write
Of human atrocity
All tongues and pens are to no avail.3

2

Inouye, Charles Shirō, Evanescence and Form: An Introduction to Japanese Culture (New York: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2008), 144.
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Treat, John Whittier, Writing Ground Zero (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press), 159.
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Despite Tanaka’s insistence that attempts to articulate atrocity will inevitably prove futile, as
John Whittier Treat notes in his book, Writing Ground Zero, “the irony here of course is that
Tanaka is trying.”4
How does one attempt to write about the bombs and their aftermath despite the inherent
flaws of language that Tanaka identifies? Or in the words of Mary McCarthy, how does one
write about atrocity while avoiding “the dangers of speaking the unspeakable, describing the
indescribable, taming the untameable?”5 And is that even realistically possible? For centuries,
many have argued that philosophically, language is an inherently flawed means of representing
reality.6 In the wake of the “massive wreckage of life, limb, and livelihood caused by the atomic
bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki [that] was, for single-bomb attacks, unprecedented in
human history,”7 this problem takes on new meaning. As Takenishi Hiroko asks in light of his
experience as a hibakusha (the title given to atomic bomb victims), “What words can we now
use, and to what ends? Even: what are words?”8
Given the failure of words to adequately describe the exceptional and unmatched
destruction of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, in which “Effects overwhelmed causes, eclipsed
comprehension, handicapped meaning,”9 one approach to expressing the inexpressible would be
to first, recall the most basic and undeniable facts. In his collection of atomic bomb stories,
renowned author Ōe Kenzaburō notes that atomic literature is distinctively forthright and
realistic. He writes: “Their way of portraying A-bomb experiences relies on a method of stark

4

Treat, Writing Ground Zero, 159.
Mary McCarthy in Minear, Hiroshima: Three Witnesses, 8.
6
Treat, Writing Ground Zero, 27.
7
Ōe, Kenzaburō. The Crazy Iris : And Other Stories of the Atomic Aftermath (Tokyo: Shueisha Publishing Co.,
Ltd.), 9.
8
Treat, Writing Ground Zero, 27. Author’s emphasis.
9
Treat Writing Ground Zero, 3.
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realism. Their sometimes artless realism is extremely powerful.”10 In a very direct way, “artless
realism” as a literary style reflects the artless reality of the situation. Most hibakusha begin their
stories by relating their exact actions and location at the time of the explosions,11 just as many
Americans can remember the exact details of where they were and what they were doing when
President Kennedy was assassinated, or when the Twin Towers were attacked on September 11,
2001. From a psychological standpoint, some would argue that the memory of a traumatic event
is often preserved due to the intensity of emotions it arouses.12 That being said, for hibakusha,
the tendency to specify one’s location at the moment of the bombing accounts for more than the
retention of memory as a result of trauma, because the distance from which one experienced the
bomb—down to the very meter—determined not only the severity of the bomb’s effects, but also
decided whether or not one survived at all.13
Hibakusha testimonies also tend to frame their experience through sensory details.
Shigemoto Yasuhiko, a hibakusha of Hiroshima whose poetic work will later be discussed in
greater length, experienced the bombing of Hiroshima when he was fourteen years old. In a
speech given at the “NO More Hiroshima’s Conference” in London, on the fiftieth anniversary
of the bombing, he explains his own experience of the bomb:
At exactly 8:15, I was just pulling off my undershirt… With part of my belly half
exposed, suddenly I saw a flash in the southern sky. And I felt a violent heat as if
I was touched on my belly by burning tongs. Even now I remember I shouted
“Ouch,” rubbing my belly with my hands… Many people say ‘Flash and Bang.’
In Japanese, we say ‘Pikadon.’ I only saw ‘Flash.’14
Matsuo Atsuyuki, a Nagasaki hibakusha whose work will also be examined more fully later, was
one of many to experience both the flash and bang of the bomb explosion. In his
10

Ōe, The Crazy Iris, 15.
Treat, Writing Ground Zero, ix.
12
Shobe, Katharine K. and John F. Kihlstrom. “Is Traumatic Memory Special?” Current Directions in
Psychological Science 6.3 (1997) : 70-74.
13
Treat, Writing Ground Zero, x.
14
Shigemoto, Yasuhiko, My Haiku of Hiroshima II (Hiroshima, Keisuisha Co., Ltd.), 84.
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autobiographical account entitled The Hell15 (爆死証明書), he writes: “Just then something like
yellow light covered the air. Through the open windows came in something so hot. At the same
time a terrible sound shook our ears.”16 These are just two of many examples of the prevalence
of sensory perception in hibakusha testimony. They nonetheless help explain why the bomb
would later be referred to as pikadon (ピカドン), an expression composed of two onomatopoeia
words that denote a flash (pika), and a bang (don).17 The simplicity of this term, which is
expressed through an almost child-like vocabulary, again serves to emphasize the nullification of
words and language.
When researching the psychological impacts of the bombing in Hiroshima, Robert Jay
Lifton recorded a number of personal accounts that similarly attest to the limits and failures of
language in describing atrocity. A survivor recalls the moment in which he sees what is left of
Hiroshima in the wake of the bombing: “What I felt then and still feel now I just can’t explain
with words. Of course I saw many dreadful scenes after that—but that experience, looking down
and finding nothing left of Hiroshima—was so shocking that I simply can’t express what I felt…
Hiroshima didn’t exist—that was mainly what I saw—Hiroshima just didn’t exist.”18 Another
witness of Hiroshima comments, “I had to revise my meaning of the word destruction or choose
some other word to describe what I saw. Devastation may be a better word, but really, I know of
no word or words to describe the view.”19

15

Original translator used “The Hell” as the title, but the Japanese version translates more literally to mean “Bomb
Victim Certificate” “Bomb Victim Identification Card.” From Atsuyuki, Matsuo. Genbaku kushō (A-bomb Haiku).
Trans. Masumi Midorikawa. (Tokyo: Shinjusha, 1995)
16
Matsuo Atsuyuki, Genbaku kushō, 137.
17
Treat, John Whittier. “Hiroshima, Ground Zero.” PMLA 124.5 (2009) : 1883-1885.
http://www.mlajournals.org.ezproxy.library.tufts.edu/doi/pdf/10.1632/pmla.2009.4.5.1883
18
Lifton, Robert Jay, Death in Life: Survivors of Hirsohima (New York: Random House, Inc.), 29.
19
Lifton, Death in Life, 29.
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Lifton argues that these sorts of accounts illustrate “the fear of annihilation of self and
individual identity, along with the sense of having virtually experienced that annihilation.”20
Thus, it is not only language that is at stake, but also the meaningfulness of human identity and
the concept of “self.” Lifton claims that this loss of self comes from the “destruction of the nonhuman environment, of the field or context of one’s existence, and therefore of one’s overall
sense of ‘being-in-the-world.’”21 Treat confirms this by commenting that “The damage, given its
scale and authority, destroyed more than lives and structures. It destroyed social organization,
and with it much of what is used to define ourselves as human.”22 Furthermore, he argues: “The
experience of violence on such a scale… insofar as it is an experience of ‘extremity,’ means that
the line between the real and unreal… risks being obscured if not dissolved altogether.”23
The loss of the signification of the self, one’s place in society, and one’s understanding of
reality is captured in a number of literary texts penned by hibakusha authors. Mastuo recounts
the evening of August 9, when he is shocked to realize that his town, neighborhood, and home
have all been destroyed despite his belief that “I always believed my house was located in the
safest area.”24 He notes the loss of significant, identifying markers: “At the far end… used to be
a shrine on a hill. No shrine any more. Even trees around the shrine were all gone. My house was
in front of the shrine.”25 He asks himself, “Where are those houses and people living there? It
was just like ancient wilderness. Nothing could be seen except smoke everywhere.”26 Yaguchi
Hisayo, who experienced the bomb as a young schoolgirl in Hiroshima, explains that “The more

20

Lifton, Death in Life, 30. author’s emphasis
Lifton, Death in Life, 30.
22
Treat Writing Ground Zero, 7.
23
Treat Writing Ground Zero, 38.
24
Atsuyuki, Genbaku kushō, 143.
25
Atsuyuki, Genbaku kushō, 143-145.
26
Atsuyuki, Genbaku kushō, 149.
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we heard and saw, the more astounded we were. No sign of the past remained.”27 A similarly
disoriented account of the bombing can be found in Summer Flowers, written by Hara Tamiki.
Hara, who tragically took his own life in 1951, uses his own experience of the bombing to create
a fictionalized account of the ordeal. The protagonist in Summer Flowers recounts: “Surveying
the scene from the veranda, I saw an expanse of rubble, the ruins of collapsed houses… there
wasn’t even anything to get my bearings.”28 Treat comments that this sort of “confused”
response to the bombings is characteristic of hibakusha testimonies written by non-professional
writers like Yaguchi. 29 However, as evidenced by professional authors like Hara Tamiki, it
seems that everyone who experienced the bomb was struck by some sense of “confusion.”
Another factor that contributed to the overwhelming sense of confusion and loss of
meaning in the immediate aftermath of the bomb was the physical state of people who suffered
the bomb’s initial blast.30 Lifton notes: “The physical state of many greatly contributed to this
obliteration [of the boundaries of self]: complete or near-nakedness…. faces disfigured and
bloated from burns, arms held awkwardly away from the body.”31 Lifton substantiates this claim
with an excerpt of testimony from a hibakusha who experienced the bomb at age thirteen. She
comments: “My face was so distorted and changed that people couldn’t tell who I was. After a
while I could call others’ names but they couldn’t recognize me.”32 Another survivor recounts:
The appearance of people was… well, they all had skin blackened by burns…
They had no hair… and at a glance you couldn’t tell whether you were looking at
them from in front or in back… their skin—not only on their hands, but on their
faces and bodies too—hung down… If there had been only one or two such
people… perhaps I would not have had such a strong impression. But wherever I
27

Treat, Writing Ground Zero, 38.
Hara Tamiki in Minear, Hiroshima Three Witnesses, 47.
29
Treat, Writing Ground Zero, 38.
30
Lifton, Death in Life, 26.
31
ibid
32
ibid
28
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walked I met these people… like walking ghosts… They didn’t look like people
of this world.33
Although these are only a few examples of hibakusha testimony, it is clear that the trauma
induced by the bombings noted in their responses supports Professor Charles Inouye’s claim that
for survivors of the bomb, “There is no longer an expected response… There is nothing left to
help affirm one’s place and relationship to others.”34
While the question of how to write literature of atrocity is one that very few can
answer—given the inherently problematic limits of language, as well as the psychological limits
of understanding trauma and one’s place within it; the question of why an individual would
choose to delve into the darkest, most tragic, and possibly most confusing experience of his or
her life opens a new space for discussion. Of course, not all hibakusha have chosen to articulate
their hellish experience. For a number of reasons, many have embraced silence by either
abandoning attempts to articulate their memories, or refusing outright to speak about their
experiences. When visiting Hiroshima to interview survivors, Japanese novelist Ōe Kenzaburō
wrote that hibakusha “have a right to silence. They have the right, if possible, to forget
everything about Hiroshima.”35 Some survivors have made the conscious decision to remain
silent, and one reason for this stems from the desire to escape the implications of the victimized
hibakusha status. For instance, Yoshitaka Matsusaka, a hibakusha of Hiroshima, wrote a letter
criticizing Ōe’s involvement in recording and interviewing Hiroshima survivors in which he
wrote: “People in Hiroshima prefer to remain silent until they face death. They want to have their

33

ibid. p.27.
Inouye, Evanescence and Form, 147.
35
Ōe, Hiroshima Notes, 110.
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own life and death. They do not like to display their misery for use as ‘data’ in the movement
against atomic bombs or in other political struggles.”36
Considering the fact that somewhere between twenty-five and fifty percent of
Hiroshima’s daytime population died as a result of the bombing;37 and that as of 1985, an
estimated one out of six residents of Hiroshima and one out of seven residents of Nagasaki
qualified as hibakusha,38 numerically, it is true that many survivors of the bomb have either
resorted to silence or have at least refused any attempt to record their experience. Unfortunately,
one must also account for the fact that many survivors’ stories have simply never been sought
out or heard. Furthermore, one must remember that many of those who might have written about
their experiences were amongst the thousands of people who died in the moment and aftermath
of the bombings. In a critique of John Hersey’s Hiroshima, McCarthy writes: “To have done the
atomic bomb justice, Mr. Hersey would have had to interview the dead.”39 Yet, in light of the
staggering volume of artwork and literature created by hibakusha artists, it is clear that in spite of
the various difficulties in relating their traumatic memories of the atomic bombings, some
individuals have made dedicated efforts to record the tragedies of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and
these texts should not be criticized because of the fact that they were written by those who
survived the bomb.
The epigraph to Treat’s first chapter of Writing Ground Zero quotes Takenishi Hiroko
and reads: “There are words that speak of a ruined Hiroshima. And there are words that a ruined
Hiroshima makes us speak.”40 What is it about the bombings that “makes many feel that they

36

ibid. p.19.
Lifton, Death in Life, 20.
38
Treat, Writing Ground Zero, 3.
39
ibid. p.7.
40
Takenishi Hiroko in Treat, Writing Ground Zero, 25. Originally from “Words that Hiroshima Makes Us Speak”
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must write about this special experience”?41 As Takenishi’s quote suggests, there seems to be
some characteristic of the bombings and their aftermath that compels people to speak. To
hibakusha writer Gotō Minako, “writing means reopening the ‘grave’ I have tried to cover for
good. To reach into what lies at the base of consciousness, to retrieve it and turn it into words, is
painfully difficult to endure. Writing becomes distasteful… yet I am urged to go on by another
voice; out of my experiences I still write of Nagasaki and its people.”42 Both Takenishi and Gotō
seem to convey their imperative to write in a somewhat ambiguous way, which makes sense
given the overwhelmingly traumatic experience they endured. Perhaps some hibakusha write in
order to make sense of the senseless destruction they witnessed. When researching Hiroshima,
Lipton writes that the experience “taught me the importance of ‘making sense’ of the event, of
calling upon one’s personal and professional resources to give it form, as a means of coping with
it.”43 Writing is an extremely personal process that entails reflective thought, intense
concentration, endless dedication, and laborious articulation. As such, an attempt to record one’s
experience as a witness of a moment that effectively denied the significance of words, identity,
and reality, would inevitably involve the task of coming to terms with not only one’s individual
memories of the bombing, but also of one’s place within the collective experience of the
bombing and its legacy.
Another motivation to speak out about the bombings arises from a survivor’s sense of
guilt and responsibility. Some hibakusha are haunted by survivor’s guilt, and as a consequence,
feel that they have an obligation to record their experiences as witnesses of such an anomalous
moment in global history. One survivor’s remorse is captured in the following excerpt:

41

Lifton, Death in Life, 400.
Treat, Writing Ground Zero, 29.
43
Lifton, Death in Life, 10.
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Somehow I became a pitiless person, because if I had pity, I would not have been
able to walk through the city, to walk over those dead bodies… The most
impressive thing was the expression in people’s eyes—bodies badly injured which
had turned black—their eyes looking for someone to come and help them… I saw
disappointment…They looked at me with great expectation… It was very hard to
be stared at by those eyes.44
Here, it is notable that, as Lifton explains, “The hibakusha experienced a need to justify his own
survival in the face of others’ deaths, a sense of ‘guilt over survival priority’ which was to plague
him from then on.”45
This claim is reflected in a number of other hibakusha testimonies, but seems to be
particularly relevant in the case of writers. Ōta Yōko transcribed a conversation she had with her
half-sister as they walked through a street filled with corpses.
“You’re really looking at them—how can you? I can’t stand and look at corpses.”
Sister seemed to be criticizing me. I replied: “I’m looking with two sets of eyes—the eyes
of a human being and the eyes of a writer.”
“Can you write—about something like this?”
“Some day I’ll have to. That’s the responsibility of a writer who’s seen it.”46
Within forty-eight hours of the bombing, Hara Tamiki hastily noted in his journal: “Miraculously
unhurt; must be Heaven’s will that I survive and report what happened. If so, have my work cut
out. [sic]”47 Finally, author and poet Shōda Shinoe comments: “I believed that no catastrophe of
war since the beginning of the universe was crueler than that of the atomic bomb… I have had no
choice but to examine myself, my odd survival and my subsequent illness, and repent.”48
While there is a variety of uniquely personal reasons that influence one to write, the very
act of translating one’s memories into words indicates a desire to take one’s transcendent
44

Lifton, Death in Life, 36.
ibid. p.35.
46
Ōta in Minear, Hiroshima Three Witnesses, 4.
47
Hara Tamiki in Minear, Hiroshima Three Witnesses, 4. Hara noted this in his journal within 48 hours of the
bombing.
48
Treat, Writing Ground Zero, 193.
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experience and capture it in a concrete and relatable form. As literary critic Richard Poirer
comments, “to write at all is to salvage, however reluctantly, some part of the existent
humanity.”49 Through this explanation, the act of writing can be seen as a redemptive process
that not only reaffirms the self, but also reaffirms one’s place within human society, and thus
serves to reaffirm society itself. Treat includes a quote from Nagaoka Hiroyoshi that claims
atomic literature “expresses both the evil of the bomb and the survival of human dignity.”50
On the note of dignity, Ōe comments: “It is by no means strange that all these Hiroshima
people should possess an unmistakable dignity. Only through lives like theirs do dignified people
emerge in our society.”51 What is Ōe suggesting in this quote? What is it about the hibakusha
experience that imparts this sense of dignity to their lives? To begin with, as Treat notes: “It is
inarguably true that hibakusha themselves have typically thought themselves proprietors of an
experience wholly beyond the ken of others—and even themselves.”52 Although Treat qualifies
his statement by asserting that hibakusha see their own experience as something unique, it is
important to note that objectively, having witnessed and survived the atomic bombings of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki is undoubtedly an unmatched experience.
In light of this unparalleled experience, Nakano Koji acknowledges that “No one knows
as well as the Japanese that the impact of the atomic bomb was not just on human flesh, but that
it had a profound effect on the soul of every survivor, however long he may provisionally
survive.”53 Treat comments similarly, “Their experiences would teach them that an event so
massive that it is impossible to grasp either its source or its power can indeed occur at any time.
The many logical explanations they would later hear could not completely wipe out this
49

ibid. p.28.
Nagaoka in Treat, Writing Ground Zero, 20.
51
Ōe, Hiroshima Notes, 113.
52
Treat, Writing Ground Zero, 25.
53
Nakano Kōji in Treat, Writing Ground Zero, 8.
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insight.”54 While these two quotes, along with Ōe’s note on dignity, do not explicitly identify the
cause or character of hibakusha “dignity” and “insight;” their lack of specificity only serves to
reiterate and substantiate the incomprehensible nature damage caused by the bombs. Their
vagueness also serves to open up space for potential interpretation, while it simultaneously
avoids forcing any attributes or interpretations of the hibakusha experience from a non-hibakusha
perspective.
Disregarding the infinite, nuanced interpretations of what Ōe, Nakano and Treat might be
implying, those who experienced the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki witnessed an atrocity
that inevitably impacted their personal lives, as well as their understanding of the world they
lived in. However, what did hibakusha learn from an experience that denied all meaning and
explanation, if, by definition, this question is in itself a paradox? More simply, what can be
learned when all learning has been undone in the blink of an eye? In spite of the “logical”
restraints cast by this paradoxical situation, reflecting back on Treat’s quote, it is in fact the
failure of logic that is met by hibakusha insight. Thus, perhaps one of the most profound lessons
learned by hibakusha was in fact the failure of logic and modern rationale.
Nagasaki hibakusha Hayashi Kyoko explains that the bombings were “a contradiction
perpetrated by human beings upon human beings.”55 Here, it is important to consider why the
atomic bombings in particular stand out as a “contradiction” inflicted on and imposed by man,
because war in general seems to fall into the same categorization. What seems pertinent about
the atomic bombings is that they represent a new level of warfare made possible by the industrial
and technological progress of the modern period. This new “warfare” is in fact not really warfare
at all; it is a one-shot, end-all tactic that ensures extermination. As Einstein warned on national

54
55
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television the day that plans to manufacture the hydrogen bomb were announced: “annihilation
of any life on earth has been brought within the range of technical possibilities.”56
In his discussion of modernity and World War II, Treat links hibakusha experience to that
of survivors of Auschwitz, as both the atomic bombings and the Holocaust “represent the
mechanized dehumanization of civilization.”57 He continues: “The most radical impact of
Auschwitz and Hiroshima, and of modern atrocity in general, lies in the fact that we have
surrendered ourselves to the ‘logic’ of modernity, which is to say to systems both technological
and cultural… that we have created but for which no person or even imaginable group of persons
maintained some sense of ethical obligation.”58 Again the “logic” of modernity is called out, as
“Enlightenment faith in science and its promised progress, found itself betrayed by the use of
nuclear weapons.”59 Inouye echoes, “by starkly demonstrating its heartless intentions, its ruthless
methods, and its horrible consequences, modernity’s distorting ideological processes… were
ripped off in a way that helped Japan awake from the illusions of modern life.”60 Treat
powerfully asserts that Hiroshima and Nagasaki “seem to supply the final, irrefutable proof of
this rip in history, morality, common sense.”61
A discussion of “logic” inevitably begs the question of the rationale used to make the
decision to drop any atomic bomb in the first place. While this discussion remains highly
controversial, there are a few aspects of the argument that can be touched upon without
necessarily coming to a decision as to whether or not it was essential to drop the bomb(s) in
order to end World War II. Treat quotes Ian Clark’s Nuclear Past, Nuclear Present and explains
that because Germany lost the war, the “Final Solution” is internationally recognized for being
56

ibid. p.4.
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criminal. For Hiroshima and Nagasaki, on the other hand, as “acts committed by the victor,
[they] ‘have passed into our culture as rational strategic actions.’”62 As Inouye notes, the rational
explanation we are familiar with is that the bombs “ended the War quickly and spared the lives
of those on both sides who would have been involved in an invasion of the islands.”63 However,
Inouye also includes an excerpt from the 1946 report from the U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey,
entitled “The Political Target Under Assault,” which notes, “Based on a detailed investigation…
it is the Survey’s opinion that certainly prior to 31 December 1945, and in all probability prior to
1 November 1945, Japan would have surrendered even if the atomic bombs had not been
dropped, even if Russia had not entered the war, and even if no invasion had been planned or
contemplated.”64 Seeing as Russia’s involvement is noted here, another factor that played into
the dropping of the bombs was the political situation between the US and the USSR. Some argue
that the bombs were supposed to “send a political message to the world, and particularly to the
Soviet Union.”65 On a similarly political note, some believe that “the bombs were dropped as a
way to persuade the recalcitrant few among Japan’s highest levels of leadership to admit defeat
and to surrender unconditionally.”66
When considering the rationale used to drop the bombs, it is extremely important to
remember the often forgotten and overlooked bombing of Nagasaki. In the preface to Nagasaki:
The Necessary Bomb?, (a title that just about says it all), Joseph Laurance Marx quotes a
Nagasaki hibakusha, “It is terrible to live in a city that has been atom bombed, but worse that it
be the second city so attacked.”67 As Treat comments, “The destruction of Nagasaki is so crucial
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in history. A redundant act within the logic of the Second World War, it represents the exercise
of a technological and scientific capacity for curiosity’s sake, and the exercise of a postwar
military capacity for power’s sake.”68 Although this statement clearly takes a side and
emphasizes the absurdity and callousness of the second bombing, it also suggests that the
decision to drops both bombs was “an experiment done to test a newly developed technology.”69
This is indirectly supported by the fact that the two bombs, nicknamed “Fat Man” and “Little
Boy,” were designed uniquely to use different chemical elements, and were dropped on
geographically specific regions in order to provide the strongest, most devastating results.70
Whatever the reasons may have been, Inouye makes an important note: “Admittedly,
Japan had chosen to pursue a modern path to war and should be held responsible for the
devastation that this fateful vision caused, whether to its own people or to others. But even their
culpability does not condone the way in which the United States, aggressively treading its own
modern path, brought the hostilities to such an unnecessarily inhumane conclusion.”71 Reflecting
on this statement, as a citizen of the United States, one must ask, “How accountable to history
are we? What are our responsibilities to the terrible story?”72 How culpable are we for the
decisions made by men we never knew in an era we did not necessarily live through or
participate actively in?
While the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki may seem like distant, historical
moments of a past we have almost no connection to, some survivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki
are still living. This “historical” moment is captured in the souls and bodies of men and women
who still try to make the best of their lives today. Treat writes, “The terror of Hiroshima and
68
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Nagasaki lies not in the number of their dead… What must now be accounted for in our
definition of contemporary civilization is that the people of two cities were, and some still are,
forced to live in a compromised state of both life and death at the same time; that that fate is a
consequence of having barely survived a deliberate and methodical human plan to eliminate
them; and that we today potentially face the same destiny.”73 Although this quote asserts that we
“potentially face the same destiny,” we don’t seem to live our lives much differently or, as Treat
puts it, “This is a reality of contemporary life to which most of us are oddly accustomed, even
indifferent.”74
Some would argue that Treat’s usage of the word “potentially,” lends itself to the
“Orwellian” counterargument that “the existence of nuclear weapons in fact guarantees they will
never be used.”75 However, Treat responds to this logic by pointing out that this argument rests
on a “risky bent on which to stake the future.”76 Another factor that seems to refute this circular
logic is referred to as the “foot in the door” phenomenon.77 This term refers to the psychological
trend that explains why someone would be more likely to agree to something large in scope if
they have already consented to something similar that was smaller in scope or, as Ervin Staub
writes in his book The Roots of Evil: The Origins of Genocide and Other Group Violence:
“When people are asked for a small favor and comply, they become more likely to agree later to
a larger favor than they would if they had been immediately asked for the larger favor.”78
According to this logic, we are more likely to drop nuclear weapons today because the atomic
bombings of Japan have been rationalized for a large proportion of the American public over the
past seventy years.
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How is it that we are able to plan for tomorrow when the threat of extinction is a fact of
today? Treat explains, “Nuclear annihilation, much on the order of an earthquake, is a calamity
we intellectually regard as possible but emotionally refuse to believe in.”79 Perhaps we act in this
way because if we were to acknowledge the simple truth, “We would be forced, were we to act
sincerely, to deal with politics, ethics, history: in other words, with things that most of us prefer
to refrain from contemplating.”80 While this is a very straightforward and lucid conclusion to
draw, there is also something more fundamental about the human condition that renders us
unable to consider our own demise, and that sentiment is connected to our negative
understanding of suffering and death.
Buddhism is a philosophy that believes life is suffering. However, as the esteemed Zen
Buddhist Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki comments, “The noted Buddhist declaration that life is pain or
suffering (duhkha)… must not be understood as a message of pessimism, though it is usually so
regarded.”81 It is hard for most to understand how a life of suffering does not lend itself to a
pessimistic way of living. To understand Suzuki’s logic, one must reflect on the basic tenets of
Buddhism as well as the practice of Zen Buddhism in particular. Buddhism seeks to break down
the illusions of the world and make us aware of the true and fatal nature of attachment.
According to Buddhism, it doesn’t make sense for us to emotionally and psychologically attach
ourselves to anything—ranging from material goods to our very lives and identities— because in
reality, we are mortal and death is inevitable. Buddhists believe attachments cause us much
suffering, because the permanent attachment to life that we seek is in fact impossible. It is only
through abandoning these attachments that one can reach an enlightened state.
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Zen Buddhism in particular attempts to break mental attachment to ideas and notions. It
“is above all a process of unlearning, of the abandonment of ideology, of all fixed forms of
thought and feeling whereby the mind tries to grasp its own life.”82 What should be unlearned,
according to Suzuki, is the “world of dualities” created by “intellectual illusion.”83 The dualities
Suzuki mentions refer to the way in which we understand things as binaries, and how we then
establish clear-cut definitions by understanding things as opposites. In this vein, we categorize
what is good and what is bad, and we live our lives according to these divisions. Thus we reach a
point in which we equate good with happy, and bad with sorrow. As such, we avoid the many
things that cause us to suffer. We distance ourselves from pain because there seems to be nothing
to gain from wallowing in sadness. Thoughts, attitudes, people, places, and memories that cause
us to suffer seem only to distract us from the road to success and perhaps more importantly, to
happiness. The problem with this strategy is, as Suzuki notes:
We always feel something in us which is not quite pacified by the intellect and
looks somewhere else for a fulfillment. This is why our ordinary life is full of
contradictions and conflicts. Most of us, however, ignore them, and it is only
when we become somehow alarmingly conscious of the fact, that we sit down for
the first time and begin to grapple with the situation in earnest.”84
In our busy, fast-paced lives, it is hard for us to find the time and energy to “grapple with
the situation in earnest.” Perhaps some of us do not truly believe there is anything to “grapple
with” in the first place. While we may be able to live comfortable and happy lives without
coming to terms with the contradictions in our life, we no longer live in isolated societies.
Whether or not one sees the technology available to us in the 21st century as a positive or
negative attribute, the fact of the matter is we are now members of a global society. In the
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modern period, we learned to distinguish things into binaries—good/bad, insider/outsider—but
we can no longer claim that “this person is an outsider,” or that “this person doesn’t belong,”
because we have the ability now to connect with one another. Suffering and violence around the
world is on our television screens; it’s one Google search away from our fingertips. As Suzuki
asks, “When we are surrounded by sickness on all sides, how can one, if at all spiritually
disposed, be free from being sick?”85
The time has come for us to be compassionate. Treat urges us to understand: “The
courage of Japanese atomic-bomb writers in committing their stories to paper, despite the dread
that such exercises of memory and imagination must have revived, should be matched on our
part by an equal bravery in taking their still very contemporary experiences as painfully distinct
and profound warnings of what we have abundantly proved ourselves capable.”86 We need to
listen to the hibakusha in order to learn from them, for “So long as the memory of such a
characteristic Hiroshima person remains, how can the Hiroshima experience ever be brought to
an end in anyone’s heart?” (Oe 25)
We cannot escape the fact that “We possess a past which implies a potential and even
probably end to human history itself. The atomic bombs that leveled Hiroshima and Nagasaki
were the distant forebears of the bombs that now hold civilian populations hostage.”87 The
historical moment in which Hiroshima and Nagasaki were devastated has not ended. Dr. James
Yamazaki, a pediatrician and physician emeritus at UCLA, writes: “This bomb was a deliberate
act of destruction that destroyed human bodies, brains, and genes for generations. The human
and physical toll, for all mankind, speaks for itself. Yet in the 21st century, Nations continue to
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jockey for the control and manufacture of even more nuclear weapons."88 In seventy years have
we really been unable to discover a way in which the world could function without the threat of
nuclear annihilation?
Despite the atrocity that Hiroshima and Nagasaki witnessed, “The welcome end to the
Cold War has not meant a renunciation of the deadly technology it spawned.”89 Moreover, in the
past several months, news about the “New Cold War” has been headlining international news’
broadcasts. CNN released an article entitled “5 lessons for a new Cold War,” in which writer
Frida Ghitis explains, “We have entered a new cold war… Nobody can predict how this conflict
will end. But the world can already glean important lessons. Unfortunately, most of those lessons
are cause for deep concern.”90 As she mentions, her findings are truly concerning. The third of
her five “lessons” reads: “If you are a vulnerable state, you may regret surrendering nuclear
weapons.”91 She explains that the reason Russia broke their vow to respect Ukraine’s borders
was only because Ukraine gave up their nuclear weapons after the 1994 Budapest
Memorandum.92 Her final, and most worrisome finding is that “The use of brute force to resolve
conflicts is not a thing of the past.”93 This shouldn’t come as a surprise to us. There are conflicts
around the world that do not play into our daily lives. This doesn’t mean we shouldn’t be
concerned.
In 1967 Martin Luther King, Jr. gave a speech that expressed his desire to end the war in
Vietnam. Over forty years ago he spoke these words: “We are now faced with the fact that
tomorrow is today. We are confronted with the fierce urgency of now. In this unfolding
88
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conundrum of life and history there is such a thing as being too late… We still have a choice
today; nonviolent coexistence or violent co-annihilation.”94 Again, some might argue that the
risk of nuclear annihilation has drastically decreased since the fall of the Soviet Union. This
argument, however, does not leave room for lapses in judgment, nor does it acknowledge the
possibility for mistakes. Chernobyl and Fukushima should stand as testaments to the risks of
such short-sighted logic, even if they are only examples of the destructive potential nuclear
energy . As Suzuki notes, “The danger arises when experience is denied in order to put reason
foremost.”95 Although he wrote this when explaining the contradictions between the rational and
spiritual world, it resonates in all contexts. Especially considering that as of 2012, the U.S. alone
possessed 2,400 megatons of nuclear weapons—the equivalent to 159,000 Hiroshimas.96 On top
of this, CNN released an article in January 2014 that exposed a competency test cheating scandal
involving thirty-four Air Force officers at the Malmstrom base in Montana.97
We have proved ourselves capable of ending the world. As such, the issue of nuclear
proliferation is not one to be handled lightly, nor is it one to be swept under the rug and
forgotten. As Treat writes, “Hiroshima instantaneously altered the world in ways that are
doubtlessly permanent”;98 and as long as there are nuclear weapons, there is no turning back
from a reality in which limitless destruction is a threat hovering over our daily lives. We need to
understand this truth in order to plan a future in which humans will not have to fear that life on
earth can be extinguished at the push of a button. However, we must take the necessary steps
now to ensure our ability to even possess a future.
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George Santaya famously warned, “Those who cannot remember the past are condemned
to repeat it.”99 Sodei Rinjirō echoes this quote in the context of the bombings:
The beginning of a new era called the nuclear age started with the attacks on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki: the spiraling nuclear arms race, accompanied by
thousands of nuclear tests causing deadly contamination; nuclear proliferation to
many countries; and band politics. We must remember both events—and all the
horrors in between them—lest we repeat the same or more formidable
mistakes.”100
These are words that should remind us that in the nuclear age we live in, “The only source that
gives us a glimpse of the human truth is the testimony of the survivors of the Hiroshima and
Nagasaki bombings.”101 Hibakusha should therefore be seen as not only witnesses to a unique
historical moment, but also as “living history testifying to the enduring horror of the atomic
bombings.”102
We can learn from the hibakusha who have dedicated their lives to sharing their
experience. Ōe explains that literatures written by hibakusha are:
Not merely literary expressions, composed by looking back at the past, of what
happened at Hiroshima and Nagasaki in the summer of 1945. They are also highly
significant vehicles for thinking about the contemporary world over which hangs
the awesome threat of vastly expanded nuclear arsenals. They are, that is, a means
for stirring our imaginative powers to consider the fundamental conditions of
human existence; they are relevant to the present and to our movements towards
all tomorrows.103
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By making the effort to understand the hibakusha’s voice in our contemporary society, we can
learn to “look back freely on the past in order to understand the murky present, and we may hope
that such understanding will illuminate the path toward a yet unknown future.”104
As Ōe writes, “The fundamental condition of life, then, is that we are assailed by
overwhelming fear yet… beckoned by the necessity to rebuild hope, however difficult, in
defiance of that fear.”105 Although the threat of nuclear annihilation should prompt a fear so great
that we are forced to react to it, we should not be discouraged or disheartened by the nature of
our fear. Perhaps we, like Ōe, can discover “a clue as to how we might extricate ourselves from
the deep gloom into which we [have] fallen… [in] the truly human character of the people of
Hiroshima.”106 If we can reach this point, maybe we can be moved by the atomic bombings in
the way that Hara Tamiki was: “The atomic bomb moved him to what might be called a new
compassion for and interest in mankind.”107 Finally, by revealing our own capacity for a
compassion for all people, perhaps we can enter a new era in which, rather than watching history
brutally reenact violence onto the generations of our descendants’, we reach out to those
suffering and affect meaningful change in this world.
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I.

WHY ATOMIC HAIKU?

The vigor of atomic-bomb poetry may suggest a particular affinity between Japanese
lyricism and the nuclear theme.
-John Whittier Treat108

In a way, haiku are a lot like atomic bombs. Despite their simple three-line structure,
haiku are supposed to capture the essence of a moment, and then create ripples of introspection
and emotive sensitivity that transcend the limitations of the haiku itself; just as the theoretical
simplicity of nuclear weaponry is unmatched by its limitless and enduring waves of destruction.
Fukagawa Munetoshi writes, “In Hiroshima it was the poets who most quickly responded to the
atomic bombing… perhaps this was because the Japanese lyric is a conveniently simple genre,
and because it is readily adapted to circumstance.109 To understand why the haiku poem seems
particularly appropriate for expressing reactions to the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, it is first important to examine the traditional haiku structure and aesthetic.
The art of haiku is to express the most by saying the least. As Ian Marshall and Megan
Simpson explain, “The idea of haiku is to get beyond language, to achieve a transparency of
language inherent in wordlessness, and the whole point is to be suggestive—to avoid over
statement or claims that can be pinned down.”110 However, given the brevity of the haiku
structure, one must ask “How do a few words express many things?”111 This is an interesting
question to ponder, especially for those more familiar with the Western literary tradition. In fact,
some of us were probably first introduced to haiku in grade school in the same way that we
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learned about limericks and couplets: with emphasis on syllabic/rhythmic form over content, and
with content that is mostly light-hearted and humorous, pertaining to a younger audience. For
that reason among many others, examining traditional haiku and their aesthetics can, at first, be
somewhat difficult. As Makoto Ueda explains in his essay on the poetics of haiku:
The haiku has its own poetics difficult to imitate for a foreign poet with a
different language, culture, and pattern of thinking. Yet precisely for the same
reason the poetics of haiku will interest those who are seeking a definition of
poetry which would transcend all linguistic and cultural differences.112
Although Ueda is clearly attesting to the linguistic and cultural divides that would inhibit some
readers from establishing a natural affinity for haiku, he also optimistically argues that the nature
of the haiku, once discovered, is one that transcends these boundaries.
It is no coincidence that the term “transcendent” comes up in a majority of conversations
about haiku, because the true nature of haiku is to attempt to capture and represent the essence of
a transcendent moment. Haiku “springs from the conception that each emotion is a single,
indivisible, perfect whole, the momentary essence of which can only be expressed by a few
significant words.”113 Put more simply, the moment that inspires haiku is comparable to an
epiphany. It is the moment in which “there is dissolution of the boundary between self and
world, an absorption of self in the present moment and in the world outside the self.”114
According to Japan’s most beloved haiku poet, Matsuo Basho, the poetic spirit “seeks beauty in
nature, which tries to escape from the collisions of everyday life.”115 To truly discover this
beauty in nature, “a poet should renounce his personal emotions in favor of the transpersonal
energy within him, through which he may return to the creative force that flows in all objects in
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nature.”116 As such, “the haiku poet assumes such a passive attitude toward life that he has no
egoism, no personal emotions, to suppress or destroy.”117
Haiku thus offers an enticing escape from the busyness that seems to plague our
contemporary lives. Moreover, haiku are so short we might actually have the time to read them.
In an article published in the New York Journal, Adam Gopnik explains, “we are instructed to
believe that we are busier because we have to work harder to be more productive, but everybody
knows that busyness and productivity have a dubious, arm’s-length relationship. Most of our
struggle…in fact, is to be less busy in order to do more work.”118 If Gopnik is right, and
everyone does know that busyness and productivity don’t seem to go together, why is it that we
continue to find ways to keep ourselves busy?
Perhaps it’s time for us to slow down. Basho tells us:
It is the poetic spirit, through which man follows the creative energy of nature and
makes communion with the things of the four seasons. For those who understand
the spirit, everything they see becomes a lovely flower, and everything they
imagine becomes a beautiful moon. Those who do not see the flower are no
different from barbarians; those who do not imagine the flower are no different
from beasts. Detach yourself from barbarians and beasts; follow the creative
energy and return to nature.119
In this day and age, we can’t all go off into nature to become poets, so this advice may not seem
to be entirely relevant or useful to us. However, by encouraging us to slow down and embrace
the poetic moments in our lives, it does at least give us a way in which we can attempt to combat
the busyness and unhappiness in our lives. Considering the fact that yoga, Buddhism,
therapeutic mindfulness, and other “New Age” practices seem to be on the rise in the last twenty
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years, maybe we are starting to make a return to nature and to the spiritual world. What could we
gain if we were to incorporate reading atomic haiku into this trend?
That being said, atomic haiku are quite different from traditional haiku. Because atomic
haiku deal with the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, it is hard to imagine how they could
provide us with an escape from sorrow. Yet, what if the biggest impediment to our being happy
is the fact that we can’t learn to accept sorrow? As mentioned in the previous chapter, sorrow
does not have to be a “bad” thing. Sorrow is a fact of our lives; nothing is permanent and this is
something that inevitably makes us sad. Our loved ones die; we die. This is the painful reality
that we cannot escape. We tend to avoid sorrow because we think it slows us down, but perhaps
if we can learn to overcome the negative association we place on sorrow and accept it as a
fundamental emotion of the human condition, we might not feel as oppressed by it.
The Japanese have a term, “mono no aware” (ものの哀れ), which translates to mean
thing of sorrow, or pity. Motoori Norinaga argued that the sentiment of mono no aware was “the
eternal theme of Japanese Literature itself, and that a person who did not comprehend ‘mono no
aware’ would be less than human.”120 Here, Norinaga is attesting to the fact that sorrow is an
emotion that proves our humanity. Thus mono no aware is a collective response to the human
condition, and expresses the shared sorrow of all things.121 In his discussion of mono no aware,
Momokawa Takahito explains that the sentiment of mono no aware was a point of solidarity
amongst Japanese in the Edo period. On this note he writes: “one must pose a question. If this
sadness were all there was to ‘mono no aware,’ then why would such a negative sentiment be
able to be the guiding ethic of solidarity in the urban citizen of these times? Perhaps sadness is
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just one facet of ‘mono no aware’ and there might be another more positive dimension hidden
somewhere within.”122
What positive aspect can you find in universal sorrow? By definition this question is a
contradiction, but again we must remember that life in general is full of contradictions and
absurdities that give substance and color to our own experiences. Momokawa tackles this
paradox by asserting that an acceptance of mono no aware allows people to “[drop] out of a
reality in which they can change nothing of their own power, relieved… of a moral tension,
and… [pursue] a pleasurable life.”123 In this way, resignation to the life’s inherent sorrow gives
one the freedom to find a way to find pleasure in life.
In the case of the atomic bombings, resignation to sorrow was perhaps the only plausible
response, which Lifton explains is a result of “psychic closing-off.” From a psychological
standpoint, he explains, “human beings are unable to remain open to experience of this intensity
for any length of time”124 and as a result, people reach a point in which they can no longer
process or feel emotion. Although this “closing-off” might have numbed survivors to the
physical horrors they witnessed in the midst of the aftermath of the bombings, anyone who
attempted to articulate his or her experience would have inevitably undergone some sort of
“opening-up.” It would be ignorant and disrespectful to assume that the theoretical sentiment and
literary term “mono no aware” was what allowed or compelled survivors to document their
experiences. However, as Yamamoto Kenkichi states of author Hara Tamiki, “[the] grim
experience [of the atomic bomb] taught him the world in which everyone is linked by ‘grief.’”125
Here, the outright destruction caused by the bombs did not in and of itself signify mono no
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aware; rather, the act of seeing this overwhelming and universal destruction produced a shared
sense of grief so unique to those who experienced it, that sorrow became a unifying emotion.
When describing the poetic nature of mono no aware, Norinaga wrote:
at times when the aware of things126 is unbearable… when one feels such keen
emotion such that he cannot keep it inside, his heart will remained burdened no
matter to what extent he goes on talking about this to himself. When he, however,
tells of his feelings to another, he may feel somewhat relieved. If this other
person then empathizes with him and comes to feel aware herself, the first
person’s heart finds its greatest comfort.”127
Here, mono no aware is meaningful because it is something to be shared. That is not to say that
happiness is an emotion we cannot share, as experiencing happiness with others is perhaps one of
the greatest joys in life. Nevertheless, there is an important distinction to be made between the
nature of these two emotions. If life is ephemeral, so are all of our human emotions. Thus
happiness and grief are fleeting. However, sorrow is a natural reaction to the truth of our
impermanent lives, and as such, it is an emotion at the core of our very being. We may
experience life’s many ups and downs, but if we really think about it, all of our triumphs and
failures do not protect us from the grief we feel when we remember that our lives are in fact
momentary and out of our control.
With a calm and thoughtful acceptance of sorrow, we can perhaps find a sense of peace
in our lives. Atomic haiku are a manageable and effective means for us to begin the process of
embracing sorrow. When reading atomic haiku, we are faced with the same question that Ōe
claims hibakusha encounter, as “literature by hibakusha writers ‘must commence with the
question whether their experiences of yesterday’s evil, their tragic, unredeemable experiences,
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can—and if so, how—be converted into something of value.’”128 Cleanth Brooks notes, “The
language of poetry is the language of paradox [but] that paradox does not seem to be one that
drives poets to despair.”129 This is especially relevant for hibakusha poets who embraced their
sorrowful experiences and presented us with haiku that capture both the horrors of the bombings,
and the process of emotional, psychological, and physical recovery in spite of this atrocity. As a
result, by examining atomic literature, and in this case atomic haiku, we can see actual, human
examples that attest to the survival of human dignity amidst crushing sorrow.
Based on his experience researching in Hiroshima, Ōe wrote, “Being their [hibakushas]
comrades becomes the only way we can remain true human beings.”130 We can find hope in the
poetry of our friends who experienced something entirely beyond our understanding. As
Marshall and Simpson explain, “Life is a succession of moments… and to be fully in the haiku
moment is satisfaction enough for a life, even if, especially if, that moment includes our
awareness of impermanence.”131 Atomic haiku can teach us a lot about impermanence and
sorrow. However, what is more important about these haiku, in the words of Minear is the fact
that: “Art is evident in the writer’s focus, choice of events, style, vocabulary. But the events
themselves are real; they happened.”132 These poems are the creative works penned by genuine
individuals who sought to share their experience of mono no aware with us. As Norinaga
explains, “the mere fact that a poem has been composed is not enough to put one’s heart at ease.
In such times of extremely deep aware, composing poems by oneself is unsatisfying. We find
comfort only when someone else has heard our poem.”133 In honor of those who lost their lives
as a result of the bombings, out of respect for those hibakusha who survive today, and to better
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understand our own lives, perhaps we can find the time to simply read and listen to what a few
hibakusha poets seek to share with us.

II.

POEMS

The following collection consists of haiku written by Sagichō Aihara and Shigemoto
Yasuhiko, who experienced the bombing of Hiroshima, and Matsuo Atsuyuki who was a
survivor of the Nagasaki bombing. Mr. Sagichō and Mr. Shigemoto were only teenagers at the
time of the bombing, while Mr. Matsuo was already a husband and father of three when
Nagasaki was bombed. Each of these gentlemen lost beloved family members and friends in the
immediate aftermath of the bombings. Their poetry is included here without distinction in order
to present a more holistic sense of the character of atomic haiku. Also, because each author
touches upon a number of shared themes, the poems, when juxtaposed with one another, serve to
reflect and provide commentary on one another.

Experiencing 1945:

爆心地汗する無数の黙に会ひぬ
Bakushinchi ase suru musū no moda ni ainu

At the blast center—
I met
countless beads of silent sweat
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Silence is prevalent in a number of atomic haiku. Despite the flash and roaring blast that
many experienced in the moment of the bombings, many hibakusha write about the silence that
immediately followed. After buildings and homes burned and collapsed, there was nothing left.
There were no trains or cars running; no conversations between people. Many were dead, some
vaporized into dust. There were no words to comfort those dying in agony, and no words to
adequately describe the nothingness around them. Many haiku capture this sense of complete
and static silence.

月の下ひっそり倒れかさなっている下か
Tsuki no shita hissori taorekasanatteiru shita ka

Beneath the moon—
things quietly fallen,
piled on one another

焼け跡へ張る電線を地に延ばす
Yake ato e haru densen wo chi ni nobasu

A fallen electric line
extends
over the ruins of the fire
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こときれし子をそばに、木も家もなく明けてくる
Kotokireshi ko wo soba ni, ki mo ie mo naku akete kuru

Beside my dead children
no trees, no house...
Dawn is approaching

In a written testimony included with Matsuo’s collection of haiku he wrote, “Standing in
front of the fallen house… I called and called [for] my wife and children. All in vain… My voice
vanished into the moon light.”134 This illustrates the sense of futility that arose in response to the
unendurable silence that hovered over the destruction of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

骨拾ふヒロシマ焦土炎天下
Hone hirou Hiroshima shōdo entenka

Gathering bones
on Hiroshima’s burnt earth—
under the blazing sun
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ヒロシマ忌父母兄弟の骨はなく
Hiroshima ki fubo kyoudai no hone wa naku

Hiroshima Day―
The bones of my parents,
And siblings… gone.

炎天、子のいまわの水をさがしにゆく
enten ko no imawa no mizu wo sagashi ni yuku

Blazing heat,
I go searching for
my son’s last water

この世の一夜を母のそばに月がさしてる顔
kono yo no ichiya wo haha no soba ni tsuki ga sashiteru kao

Last night in this world—
Beside their mother,
the moon shining on their faces
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わらうことをおぼえちぶさにいまわもほほえみ
warau koto wo oboe chibusa ni imawa mo hohoemi

Knowing how to smile—
The child nurses,
smiling in her last moments

まくらもと子を骨にしてあわれちちがはる
Makuramoto ko wo hone ni shite aware chichi ga haru

The bones of her baby
Beside her pillow—
her breasts fill sadly

あさぎり、兄弟よりそうたなりの骨で
asagiri, kyōdai yorisouta nari no hone de

The morning mist—
Children’s bones
gathered together
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あわれ七ヶ月の命の花びらのような骨かな
aware shichikagetsu no inochi no hanabira no you na hone kana

Pitiful seven-month old—
Bones
like flower petals

The word aware, which denotes the sorrowful emotion of mono no aware, is used in an
interesting way in this poem. It is reminiscent of a haiku written by Kobayashi Issa about the
death of his daughter due to smallpox. It reads, “The world of dew / is the world of dew. / And
yet, and yet—”135 Here, Kobayashi is using “the world of dew” as a traditional Japanese epithet
that suggests the world’s ephemerality. As Marshall and Simpson explain, Kobayashi
“essentially says, yes, I accept that this world is indeed impermanent, but somehow that insight
offers no solace of consolation… when your child dies, recognizing that all life is fleeting really
doesn’t seem to help matters.”136 In the same way, Matsuo’s evocation of aware does not carry
with it the traditional sense of the beauty of sorrow, nor does it seem to present the sort of
meaningful sorrow that can be shared.
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なにもかもなくした手に四まいの爆死証明
Nani mo kamo naku shita te ni yonmai no bakushi shōmei

Everything lost—
In my hand,
Four atomic bomb death certificates

降伏のみことのり、妻をやく火いまぞ熾りつ
koufuku no mikotonori, tsuma wo yaku hi ima zo okoritsu

The imperial surrender—
As I light kindling
for my wife’s funeral pyre

These last two poems are particularly sorrowful, and illustrate a profound sense of two
Japanese terms that are essential to understanding Japanese culture—namely, the phrase “shikata
ga nai” (仕方が無い) and the verb ganbaru (頑張る). Shikata ga nai, sometimes appearing as
as shiyō ga nai, is a term that literally means “there are no ways, or no means.” It is a phrase
used to describe situations in which there is nothing one can do, and it is spoken to express a
sense of resignation in the face of impossibility. Ganbaru, on the other hand, is a verb that
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roughly translates to mean “to persevere” or “to work hard.” The themes of shikata ga nai and
ganbaru are central to a number of atomic haiku, sometimes separately, sometimes together.
Shikata ga nai is captured most often in haiku that exhibit a silent response to grief, while the
theme of ganbaru is captured in poems that identify and articulate the speaker and/or his actions.
When they exist together, ganbaru action is a response to a shikata ga nai situation.
The first poem, “Everything lost…” presents shikata ga nai as a moment of passive
resignation. The latter poem exudes a sense of disillusionment, or at least indifference towards
the moment of the emperor’s famous surrender. It focuses more strongly on the speaker’s
physical actions, as the image of lit kindling emerges and shrouds the sounds of the imperial
surrender being played on the radio. The haiku also indirectly evokes a sense of the death of
Japan itself. The speaker has thus lost his wife, his nation, and all the meaning previously
attributed to the two. In spite of these painful losses, he performs his duties and cares for the
body of his late wife. His diligence in this moment is the essence of ganbaru, but it is ganbaru as
a reaction to a situation that forces one to truly understand powerlessness and shikata ga nai. The
juxtaposition of the imperial surrender on the radio and the speaker’s actions illustrate an
unspoken acceptance of an overpowering situation, and an active response in spite, or perhaps in
support of this resignation. Here, the speaker’s actions reflect the phrasing of the surrender itself:
“Endure the unendurable and bear the unbearable.”137
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AFTER 1945:

The following haiku are grouped seasonally, in order to help examine the ways in which
atomic haiku both continue and depart from the traditional haiku aesthetic. What is interesting
about the “well-established” aesthetic of haiku is that haiku itself is a departure from tradition.
As Shirane notes, “Haikai138 imagination… inverted and recast established cultural associations
and conventions, particularly the ‘poetic essence’ (hon’i) of classical poetic topics.”139 While it
is clear that Shirane emphasizes how haikai was revolutionary in its way of reworking old
customs, he also explains, “Haikai required ‘newness’ (atarashimi), but… that novelty lay not so
much in the departure from or rejection of the perceived tradition as in the reworking of
established practices and conventions, in creating new counterpoints to the past.”140
Atomic haiku works in the same way. Inouye cites Ōta Yoko’s work as an example of
this phenomenon, “It is as if the traditional poetic code… has finally been forgotten… If
anything [poetic references] add to the chaos and nightmare of the bombing, telling us that Ōta’s
sensibilities are no longer formed by these conventions of a well-established aesthetic.”141
Although Inouye comments that the poetic tradition seems “forgotten,” he explains that allusions
to this tradition do exist in hibakusha literature, and that they serve as a haunting reminder of the
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bombs’ ability to not only cause physical damage, but to also inflict irrevocable damage on the
psyche of those who survived.
One of the clearest connections between atomic haiku and traditional haiku is their focus
on nature, season, and place. Shirane writes, “For haikai poets… literary and cultural
associations were largely embodied in nature, in historical objects, and in geographic places.”142
As mentioned previously, the haiku moment is a transcendent moment with nature in which one
loses the concept of self. This is visible in haiku’s focus on the natural world and the lack of
assertion of an “I” or witness, which is captured in a number of atomic haiku. Perhaps this has to
do with the fact that the bomb effectively erased one’s sense of self, while it also placed
individuals in a stark, new environment that similarly worked to alienate people.
References to seasons and the usage of kigo (季語), season words, are also a legacy of
traditional poetics that are continued in atomic literature. Not all traditional haiku use kigo, 143
but when these seasonal epithets are used they indicate a specific season. For instance, if cherry
blossoms arise in haiku, the haiku unquestionably alludes to spring, which encapsulates rebirth.
However, because cherry blossoms fall from the trees at the height of their beauty, a reference to
these flowers also denotes a sense of ephemerality and mono no aware. Also, kigo serve to
heighten the sense of the haiku’s transcendent moment, because “Just as haiku expresses the
apex of an emotion, so a season word shows a particular thing at its best and most attractive…
flowering trees and plants are conceived in bloom… the moon means the full moon… hana
(flower)… means the flower of cherry-trees and no other”144 What is perhaps most interesting
about kigo is the fact that “The season implied in a season word does not necessarily coincide
with the calendar season, but must be understood in a particular aesthetic association with man’s
142
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feelings.”145 Again, this quote argues that the use of kigo is meant to help establish “oneness”
between the speaker and the natural world surrounding him, as the depiction of one’s moment in
nature should relate, but not necessarily specify, an instant of profound emotion.
Atomic haiku make extensive use of traditional kigo. In some instances, the kigo retain
their traditional definitions; however, in some cases, the use of specific kigo does lend itself to
serve as a rebellion from and renunciation of the traditional aesthetic. Also, some authors create
new kigo and reflect different interpretations of the seasons in light of the bombing in the
summer of 1945. James Kirkup comments that Shigemoto’s haiku combines themes of
Hiroshima and the Atomic Dome “in a traditional haiku style with references to ‘season words’
that are such a beautiful feature of haiku technique. Indeed, Hiroshima Memorial Day on August
6 has itself become a ‘season word.’”146 The following haiku will hopefully elucidate this idea
even more distinctly.
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Autumn

Leaves changing color as they fall before winter is highly characteristic of autumn. For
the Japanese, this natural cycle evokes death and loneliness.147

落葉する墓石の外にいるゆえに生きている
Ochiba suru hakaishi no soto ni iru yue ni ikite iru

A gravestone covered with leaves—
I’m on the outside
Therefore, I’m living

葉がちる、かかるときそばにいる妻というもの
Ha ga chiru, kakaru toki soba ni iru tsuma to iu mono

Leaves falling,
The moment I notice―
my wife next to me
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葉をおとした空が、夏からねている
Ha wo otoshita sora ga, natsu kara nete iru

The fallen sky
empty of leaves—
Asleep since summer

時を違わずもみじすると見て通る子の墓のある山
Toki wo chigawazu momiji suru to mite tōru ko no haka no aru yama

The same time every year
I watch the autumn leaves change color—
The hill where my children are buried

子の墓から見えて幼稚園遊戯秋の日
Ko no haka kara miete yōchien ygi aki no hi

From my children’s grave
I can see kindergarteners playing—
Autumn day
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Here, the speaker juxtaposes the youth and vitality of the children playing with the cold
and gray image of his children’s grave. He evokes a sense of finality by ending the poem with
the image of autumn, which again connotes death and alienation.

wuw

Because the moon is most clearly visible during the fall, it is used as an autumn kigo. In
this season, the moon shines brightly in the dark night sky and emits a sense of loneliness and
longing.148

満月や原爆ドームの窓の中
mangetsu ya genbaku dōmu no mado no uchi

A full moon—
In the windows
of the Atomic Dome

原爆のドームの中も良夜かな
Genbaku no dōmu no naka mo ryōya kana
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Inside
the Atomic Dome―
A moonlit night

どこにいても親一人子一人の、病室月のさす
Doko ni itemo oya hitori ko hitori no, byoushitsu tsuki no sasu

Wherever we are,
one father, one child—
The moon shines in her hospital room

wuw

Persimmons are also a fall kigo.149 In this poem, the speaker watches persimmon
blossoms falling, which suggests a sense of ephemerality and death.

眠る前柿の花おつるも命数と妻に言わず
Nemuru mae kaki no hana otsuru mo meisū to tsuma ni iwazu
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Before sleeping
The persimmon blossoms fall—
I don’t tell my wife how much time I have left

思って言わず二人がひとりとなる日のこと
Omou te iwazu futari ga hitori to naru hi no koto

Thinking of,
but not mentioning
the day only one of us will be left

仕合わせというどうみてもかなしい女のうなじ
Shiawase to iu dou mite mo kanashii onna no unaji

She says she’s happy—
However you look at it
She carries sorrow on the nape of her neck

wuw
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Despite the traditional loneliness of autumn, there is sometimes a sense of solidarity
found in the loneliness caused by the bombs. This solidarity is tied to the experience of
witnessing death, as well as fearing death by radiation sickness.

虫なく子の足をさすりしんじつふたり
Mushi naku ko no ashi wo sasuri shinjitsu futari

Crickets sing,
I pat my daughter’s leg—
the truth of two of us

身を寄せにゆくふたりなら皿も二まい
Mi wo yose ni yuku futari nara sara mo nimai

Moving—
The two of us,
and two plates

病院からちょいと買い物に、トマトがでてきた
Byōin kara choito kaimono ni, tomato ga detekita
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Left the hospital
for some shopping—
out came tomatoes

原爆をおとした空を胸の上に、病んでいる
Genbaku wo otoshita sora wo mune no ue ni yande iru

The sky that dropped the atomic bomb
upon my chest—
Sick and bed-ridden

老の肌入念にぬぐってくれる看護婦の若さこそ
Rō no hada nyūnen ni megutte kureru kangofu no wakasa koso

Wiping old skin
With care,
A youthful nurse

ここにいのちあまた失われしと石一つ置く
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Koko ni inochi amata ushinawaresi to ishi hitotsu oku
Here, so many lives
were lost—
I place one stone down

世に信ずるものとては、石を撫する
Yo ni shinzuru mono to te wa, ishi wo busuru

The one thing
I believe in this world—
I caress the stone

おのれ葬りたしわが悲しみ風化する前
Onore houmuritashi waga kanashimi fūka suru mae

I want to bury myself
before my sorrow
fades

wuw
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Winter
Winter spans the end of one year and the beginning of the next. As such, it evokes both a
sense of finality, but also one of change. In winter, we suffer from the harsh cold, as we witness
how the natural world seems devoid of life in this challenging season.

先頭の冬の蜂ほど侠気あり
sentō no fuyu no hachi hodo kyōki ari

Chivalry—
Like the first bee
facing winter

冬あざやかなバラ若くして主に召されし
Fuyu azayaka na bara wakaku shite omo ni mesare shi

Vivid winter rose
called forth
at such a young age

北風や原爆ドームに肩すくめ
Kitakaze ya genbaku dōmu ni kata sukume
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The cold, north wind
at the Atomic Dome—
I hunch my shoulders

無縁塚いちめん霜よ爆心地
Muenzuka ichimen shimo yo bakushinchi

Burial mound for the unknown,
covered entirely by frost―
Ground zero

寒月や人影のなき爆心地
kangetsu ya jinei no naki bakushinchi

Winter’s moon,
no shadows of life—
The epicenter

原爆のドームの聖夜さびしけれ
Genbaku no dōmu no seiya sabishi kere
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Loneliness—
The Atomic Dome
on Christmas

寒鴉啼いて原爆ドーム去る
Kangarasu naite genbaku dōmu saru

A winter crow
caws
and leaves the Atomic Dome

大枯木原爆ドームに影の濃く
Ōkareki genbaku dōmu ni kage no koku

A big withered tree
Casting a dense shadow
On the Atomic Dome

霜囲さるゝ記念樹爆心地
Shimogakoi saruru kinenju bakushinchi
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Protected from the frost,
Memorial trees
At the blast center

被爆樹も枯木の仲間爆心地
Hibakuju mo kareki no nakama bakushinchi

The A-bombed tree
Leafless like its fellows,
The atomic blast center

被爆樹は火傷さらして枯木なる
Hibakuju wa yakedo sarashite kareki naru

The A-bombed tree
Withered,
exposing its burns

Here, the visible scars left on trees that survived the atomic blast serve as a reminder of
the bomb’s lasting impact. This sort of physical imprint is also captured in haiku that discuss
keloids, a painful type of scarring that occurred on the bodies of many hibakusha. Just as the
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tree’s scars remind the speaker of the bomb’s legacy, keloid scars mark the body, and inevitably
evoke memories of the bombings and the constant fear left in its wake—the possibility of
imminent death from radiation sickness.

歳月、悲しみも苦しみもケロイドも萎びている
Saigetsu, kanashimi mo kurushimi mo keroido mo shinabite iru

Over the years
Sorrow, torment, and my keloid too
have withered

年月、ケロイドの皺すなわち老いの皺となる
Toshitsuki, keroido no shiwa sunawachi oi no shiwa to naru

Months and years later…
The wrinkles on my keloid
become wrinkles of age

wuw
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The beginning of the new year is an important time in Japan. People visit family and eat
special foods for Oshōgatsu, Japan’s New Years’ celebration. They also make trips to local
shrines and temples to pray for luck in the next year. Young adults who reach the age of twenty
celebrate their coming of age. The beginning of the year is a hopeful time that anticipates the
coming of change brought by spring.

春着の娘原爆ドーム見ておりぬ
Harugi no ko genbaku doumu mite orinu

In a New Year’s kimono
A young girl,
Looking up at the Atomic Dome

正月には正月の花をもち墓に子がいる
Shōgatsu ni wa shōgatsu no hana wo mochi haka ni ko ga iru

For New Year’s Day
I take New Year’s flowers
to the grave where my children are
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原爆のドームにわれは初詣
Genbaku no dōmu ni ware wa hatsumōde

I visit
the Atomic Dome
on New Year’s Day

被爆樹の長寿を祈り寒肥す
Hibakuju no chōju wo inori kangoesu
The A-bombed tree,
Praying that it lives long―
Midwinter fertilizing

つららふとらせてこのくににすみついている
Tsurara futorasete kono kuni ni sumitsuite iru

Letting icicles grow fat,
I’ve settled down
in this place
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Spring

Spring is a time of rebirth and growth. It gives us a sense of vitality as we see the natural
world around us begin to bloom beautifully.

閼伽の水がとけると空、子の墓に春が来る
Aka no mizu ga tokeru to sora, ko no haka ni haru ga kuru

When the water from the Buddhist offering
has thawed, and emptied—
Spring comes to my children’s grave

炎の幻想、緑もえたつ爆心の碑
Honō no gensō, midori moetatsu bakushin no ishibumi

Illusion of flames—
The epicenter monument
burning with plants

被爆の木芽ぶきて今もいのちあり
Hibaku no ki mebukite ima mo inochi ari
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The A-bombed tree
Budding—
Still alive!

病葉もなく被爆樹は生き生きと
Wakuraba mo naku hibakuju wa iki iki to

Not one sick leaf―
The a-bombed tree
Growing vigorously

被爆樹の火傷隠るゝ茂りかな
Hibakuju no yakedo kakururu shigeri kana

A-bombed tree
burns hidden
by thick new leaves

種蒔くはかつての原爆焦土かな
Tane maku wa katsute no genbaku shōdo kana
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Planting seeds
in earth once scorched
by the atomic bomb

ものの芽の原爆焦土割りにけり
Mono no me no genbaku shōdo wari ni keri

Plants sprouting
breaking through
the scorched, A-bombed earth

ヒロシマの土は健康畑打つ
Hiroshima no tsuchi wa kenkō hatake utsu

I plow
the soil of Hiroshima—
how healthy!

wuw

Birds are another important aspect of spring. Their return after winter stands as a
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testament to the cyclical structure of nature.150

ヒロシマを忘れず来たる燕かな
Hiroshima wo wasezu kitaru tsubame kana

Never forgetting Hiroshima—
the arriving
swallow

囀りや爆心地とも思いけり
Saezuri ya bakushinchi tomo omoi keri

Birds chirping—
Is this
the blast center I remember?

wuw

The blossoming of cherry trees is revered in Japan. People have picnics amongst friends
and family as the cherry blossoms are blown off branches and carried by the wind. Because
cherry blossoms bloom for a very brief period and then fall off their trees almost immediately,
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they are models of evanescence and the beauty of mono no aware. After the end of the
destructive war, the beauty of cherry blossoms came to mean something new to people. Many
began to question the reverence of cherry blossoms; and as a result, there is a sense of contempt
for cherry blossoms and for spring in general in a number of atomic haiku.

原爆のドーム花人近寄らず
Genbaku no dōmu hanabito chikayorazu

The Atomic Dome—
Cherry blossom viewers
Stay away
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原爆博物館の暗さから出てさくら満開
Genbaku hakubutsukan no kurasa kara dete sakura mankai

Leaving the darkness
Of the Atomic Bomb Museum ―
Cherry blossoms in full bloom

両岸は花見の宴や爆心地
Ryōgan wa hanami no en ya bakushinchi

On both sides of the river—
Cherry blossom parties
and ground zero

ここら爆心の花の下人々酔いしれている
Kokora bakushin no hana no shita hitobito yoishirete iru

Around the atomic blast center,
People under the cherry blossoms
getting drunk
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酔って歌って花の下子が命果てしあたり
Yō te utau te hana no shita ko ga inochi hateshi atari

Drinking, singing
under the cherry tree,
where my children lost their lives

爆心地花満開に酔ふなかれ
Bakushinchi hana mankai ni you nakare

At the atomic blast center―
Do not get drunk on
cherry blossoms in full bloom

花人よ忘るゝなかれ爆心地
Hanabito yo wasururu nakare bakushinchi

Cherry blossom viewers!
Don’t forget
This is ground zero
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爆心地イラクを思ふ花の下
Bakushinchi Iraku wo omou hana no shita

At the blast center,
Under the cherry blossoms,
I think of Iraq

原爆をおとした空が花をふらしている
Genbaku wo otoshita sora ga hana wo furashite iru

The same sky
that dropped the bomb
scatters cherry blossoms

人知らず被爆者として公園の花を掃く
Hito shirazu hibakusha to shite kōen no hana wo haku

No one knows
I am a victim of the A-bomb
sweeping scattered blossoms in the park
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Summer

Summer is perhaps the most important season for atomic haiku, as it unquestionably
evokes memories of the bombings of August 6th and 9th. Summer’s oppressive heat is also a
traditional kigo that prompts recollections of the intense heat of the summer of 1945, as well as
the blistering heat in the moment of the bombings, and the fires that followed.

夕焼けやヒロシマ燃えてゐるごとく
yūyake ya Hiroshima moete iru gotoku

Sunset—
like Hiroshima
burning

ヒロシマの炎天われは愚痴いはず
Hiroshima no enten ware wa guchi iwazu

I never complain
of Hiroshima’s
blazing heat
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ヒロシマの炎天きびしといふなかれ
Hiroshima no enten kibishi to iunakare

Never say
Hiroshima’s summer sun
is unbearable

大西日原爆ドームに容赦なく
Ōnishibi genbaku dōmu ni yōsha naku

Large sun
setting on the Atomic Dome
mercilessly

貧しさいとしと思う耳たぶに透く日の色
Mazushisa itoshi to omou mimitabu ni suku no iro

Living simply in poverty,
The color of the sun
seen through your earlobe
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原爆のドーム仰ぎて汗拭かず
Genbaku no dōmu aogi te ase fukazu

The Atomic Dome―
Looking up at it,
not wiping my sweat

ケロイドからは汗も出ないもの炎天はたらく
Keroido kara wa ase mo denai mono enten hataraku

From my keloid
no sweat emerges—
working under the scorching sun

wuw

Like spring, summer is also characterized by nature’s vitality. References to grass and
other greenery is a common feature of summer kigo. Rice paddies are plowed in the days before
Japan’s annual summer rainy season.

はちまききりりと敗けても田は鋤く
Hachimaki kiriri to maketemo ta wa suku
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Headband tight—
Though defeated,
I plow the rice field

原爆のドームの夏草悲しけれ
Genbaku no dōmu no natsu kusa kanashi kere

How sad…
The summer grass
at the Atomic Dome

耕すや原爆瓦礫らしきもの
Tagayasu ya genbaku gareki rashiki mono

Plowing what
seems like
rubble from the bomb

後にのこって生きているゆえに墓の草をぬく
Ato ni nokotte ikite iru yue ni haka no kusa wo nuku
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Still alive—
I pull weeds
from the graves

いまは子にしてやれることただ墓の草をぬく
Ima wa ko ni shite yareru koto tada haka no kusa wo nuku

Now, the only thing
I can do for my children
is weed around their graves

子の墓なら水むぞうさにどっさりそそぐ
Ko no haka nara mizu muzōsa ni dossari sosogu

For my children's graves
I pour and pour water
unsparingly

今こそたっぷり水を、炎天に果して子なり
Ima koso tappuri mizu wo, enten ni hatashite ko nari
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Now I give you
plenty of water—
Children who succumbed to the blazing heat

あつい日子の墓に水をそそぐすぐかわく
Atsui hi ko no haka ni mizu wo susugu sugu kawaku

A hot dayRinsing my children’s gravestones,
the water dries instantly

早り、子に注ぐ水を墓前の木にも
Hayari ko ni sosogu mizu wo bozen no ki ni mo

A drought—
I share the water for my children
with the tree in front of their grave

いのち残りすくなし子の墓の草丹念に引く
Inochi nokori sukunashi ko no haka no kusa tannin ni hiku
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Not much life left,
I diligently weed
My children’s grave

子よ父は老いたり暑き日の墓の草引き残す
Ko yo chichi wa oitari atsuki hi no haka no kusa hiki nokosu

Children, your father has aged—
couldn’t finish weeding your graves
on a hot day

墓の苔うつくし生きていればいくつになるか
Haka no koke utsukushi ikiteireba ikutsu ni naru ka

Beautiful moss on the grave—
If they could have lived
How old would they be?

つぎつぎに亡き子の誕生日が、茂りくる
Tsugi tsugi ni naki ko no tanjōbi ga shigeri kuru
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One after another…
The birthdays of my dead children
begin to grow together like a field of grass

wuw

Summer is also the season in which the Obon festival is celebrated. During Obon, which
happens every August, deceased family members are supposed to return home for a brief visit.
People put candlelit lanterns on rivers to guide spirits home.

原爆のドームの神は留守なるかな
Genbaku no dōmu no kami wa rusu naru kana

The spirit
of the Atomic Dome—
Absent, it seems

原爆のあまたなる魂迎へけり
Genbaku no amata naru tama mukaekeri152

152

	
  

Obon is used in place of tamamukae
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Spirits
of the many bomb victims
welcomed during Obon

153

ヒロシマを知らざる子らよ流灯絵
Hiroshima wo shirazaru kora yo ryūtōe

Not knowing Hiroshima,
Children
Float paper lanterns

仏さんになって帰るあとについて帰る
Hotoke san ni natte kaeru ato ni tsuite kaeru
153

	
  

Figure 4: Tamamukae in Hiroshima
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He became a spirit
and returned home—
We follow after

wuw

Cicadas have a long tradition in Japanese poetry.154 The shell of the cicada is used as an
epithet in Japan’s earliest literary works that denotes evanescence. It is used to describe a
number of ideas, such as “the cicada-shell world,” and “the cicada-shell life.” As mentioned
previously, evanescence takes on new meaning in light of the bombings, and no longer carries
with it the traditional sense of beauty in mono no aware.

子の墓、吾子に似た子が蝉とっている
Ko no haka, ako ni nita ko ga semi totteiru

My children’s grave—
A child who resembles my own
catching cicadas

つくつくぼうし吾子はいつも此の墓にいる
Tsukutsukubōshi ako wa itsumo kono haka ni iru

154

	
  

Haikai and Haiku 177
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Cicada—
My children will always
be in this grave

原爆の式典蝉の鎮魂歌
Genbaku no shikiten semi no chinkonka

Atomic Bomb ceremony―
Cicadas
singing requiems

一つ生きのこるつくつくぼうし声長くなく
Hitotsu ikinokoru tsukutsbōshi koe nagaku naku

One surviving cicada
crying out
for the longest time

wuw
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Rivers are also a prominent summer image in atomic haiku from Hiroshima. Many
survivors recall the horrors they witnessed as hundreds of people died on the banks of the river.
As Minear notes, “Rivers were the key to Hiroshima’s beauty in 1945; they are still Hiroshima’s
pride today. On August 6 they played a different role: they offered what little relief was
available to the victims of atomic bomb—waters, escape from the flames that engulfed
everything flammable.”155 He adds, “Riverbeds and riverbanks became the setting where the
drama of life and, more often, death played itself out.”156

水澄めるヒロシマの川不思議かな
Mizu sumeru Hiroshima no kawa fushigi kana

A river with clear water,
in Hiroshima—
How strange

ヒロシマ忌阿鼻叫喚の川思ふ
Hiroshima ki abikyōkan no kawa omou

Hiroshima Day—
I remember
the river’s agonizing cries
155
156

	
  

Minear 9
Minear 9
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ヒロシマ忌魚も火傷し浮きし日よ
Hiroshima ki uo mo yakedo shi uki shi hi yo

Hiroshima Day―
The burned fish
floated157

ボート漕ぐヒロシマの子よ過去知らず
Bōto kogu Hiroshima no ko yo kako shirazu

Rowing a boat—
Hiroshima’s child,
you don’t know the past

ボート漕ぐ元安川は平和かな
Bōto kogu Motoyasūgawa wa heiwa kana

Rowing a boat
on the Motoyasu River―
How peaceful?
157

Interestingly, in the author’s original English translation, he wrote: “Hiroshima Day— / When the fish also
floated / with burst intestines” in Shigemoto, Watashi no Hiroshima no haiku II.
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wuw

As the anniversaries of the bombings approach, many hibakusha are forced to
contemplate a question that author Gotō Minako asks herself, “Does one abandon the past… or
remain obsessed, and thus equally compromised, by it?”158 How would one go about
“abandoning” the past? How could anyone truly forget his or her experience of August 6th or
August 9th? Even if one made the decision to avoid their memories, how could they not be
reminded by the monuments built for the dead, by the shadows of bodies burnt into walls, by
annual health appointments with radiation specialists, by the mere dates of August 6th and 9th? In
the following haiku, many reminders that prompt memories of the bombings are identified. It is
interesting to compare the varied responses to memories of the bombings, as well as the personal
decisions made about how to react to these memories and reminders.

わが歌は繰返す蓄音機の擦り切れた歌で
Waga uta wa kurikaesu chikuonki no surikireta uta de

My song—
over and over again
like a broken record

158
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つわぶきふと見る墓石のこれにも原爆の日付
Tsuwabuki futo miru hakaishi no kore ni mo genbaku no hizuke

The silver leaf—
By chance I see a gravestone,
here, again, the date of the bomb

二十五年、あの朝子と手をふって別れたまま
Nijūgonen, ano asa ko to te wo futte wakareta mama

Twenty-five years
since that morning
I waved goodbye to my children

命日は母も子も同じ日の墓石のその日も暑かりし
meinichi wa haha mo ko mo onaji hi no hakaishi no sono hi mo atsukarishi
The anniversary of their death
the day written on mother and children’s grave—
Another hot summer day
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つまよまたきたよおまえのすきなこでまりだよ
Tsuma yo mata kita yo omae no suki na kodemari da yo

My wife,
I’ve come again,
here are the flowers you like

一人を負うて一人をひいて母よ今どこをゆく
Hitori wo ou te hitori wo hīte haha yo ima doko wo yuku

One child on her back,
One walking beside her,
Dear, where are you going now?

父母生きて帰りし夢やヒロシマ忌
Fubo ikite kaeri shi yume ya Hiroshima ki

My parents alive,
And returning home—
A dream, on Hiroshima Day
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ヒロシマ忌写真の子の名呼ぶ老母
Hiroshima ki shashin no ko no na yobu rōbo

Hiroshima Day—
Photo of a child
an old mother murmurs his name

焼けたからたちも芽を、よく子を抱いた道
Yaketa karatachi mo me wo, yoku ko wo idaita michi

The scarred orange tree
is also blooming—
the lane I used to walk with my children

どこまでいっても亡き子にあわない道をゆき
Doko made ittemo naki ko ni awanai michi wo yuki
However far I go,
I walk a road
that will not lead me to my children
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いのちあり遇うて立ちばなしして別れる
Inochi ari au te tachibanashi shite wakareru

Alive—
We meet, share a few words,
and part

この世に生存していた事実、石の一つ置く
Kono yo ni sonzai shiteita koto jitsu ishi no hitotsu oku

As a fact of their existence
in this world
I place one stone

わが傷はわが舐めるほかなしけもののごとく
Waga kizu wa waga nameru hoka nashi kemono no gotoku

Nothing else left
but to lick my own wounds,
like a beast
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白血球三〇〇〇今や業として耐えんとす夏
Hakkekkyū san maru maru maru (sanzen) ima ya gō to shite taen to su natsu

White blood count 3000159
now, I must endure my fate—
Summer

めぐり来しかの日かの時ヒロシマ忌
Muguri kishi kano hi kano toki Hiroshima ki

Here again,
That day, that time—
Hiroshima Day

空と山と、その日そのままその時刻近づく
Sora to yama to sono hi sono mama sono jikoku chikazuku

159

	
  

“Under normal conditions, they say, one has 6,000 to 7,000 white corpuscles” (Ota in in Minear 159)
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The sky and mountains
The day, everything just like this—
The moment approaches
追憶の炎は消えずヒロシマ忌
Tsuioku no honō wa kiezu Hiroshima ki

Memory of flame
Never extinguished—
Hiroshima Day

ヒロシマ忌舗装の下に骨あらむ
Hiroshima ki hosō no shita ni hone aramu

Hiroshima Day,
underneath the pavement—
bones

人影の残る石段ヒロシマ忌
Hitokage no nokoru ishidan Hiroshima ki

Human shadow
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still burnt on the stone stair―
Hiroshima Day

Treat points out that the use of the image of burned shadows “is itself a figure for the
imprint of the bombing[s]… and its subsequent literature, too: something real, but something
only marginally present, a sign with a referent lost except in the memories of those who were
there.”160 The imagery of black rain works similarly.

黒い雨あと残る壁ヒロシマ忌
Kuroi ame ato nokoru kabe Hiroshima ki

The traces of black rain
On a wall—
Hiroshima Day

黒い雨信じない人ヒロシマ忌
Kuroi ame shinjinai hito Hiroshima ki

People
Who don’t believe in black rain―

160
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Hiroshima Day

原爆の話、隅にひっそり坐りケロイドをもつ
Genbaku no hanashi, suma ni hissori suwari keroido wo motsu

A discussion on the atomic bomb—
Sitting in the corner, silent
with my keloid

キノコ雲立ちし空に今日雲なくを平和とす
Kinoko kumo tachi shi sora ni kyō kumo naku wo heiwa tosu

The sky
where the mushroom cloud once rose—
Cloudless and peaceful

反核の原点ここぞヒロシマ忌
Hankaku no genten koko zo Hiroshima ki

The origin
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Of the anti-nuclear movement—
Here, Hiroshima Day

先頃のチェルノブイリよヒロシマ忌
Saki goro no Cherunobuiri yo Hiroshima ki

The recent accident
At Chernobyl!
Hiroshima Day161

ヒロシマ忌ドーム一周デモとなる
Hiroshima ki dōmu isshū demo to naru

Hiroshima Day―
Around the dome
a demonstration

汗拭ひ行進ヒロシマへヒロシマへ
Ase nugui kōshin Hiroshima e Hiroshima e

161

	
  

Translator’s original translation
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Wiping sweat,
Marching to Hiroshima,
to Hiroshima
ヒロシマ忌平和行進合流す
Hiroshima ki heiwa kōshin gōryūsu

Hiroshima Day—
Peace marches
Joining together

汗の砂払ひダイ・イン終はりけり
Ase no suna harai dai-in owarikeri

Brushing off
Sweaty sand—
The die-in has ended162

LOVE といふ折鶴の文字ヒロシマ忌
LOVE to iu orizuru no moji Hiroshima ki

LOVE:
162

A die-in, also known as lie-in, is a form of protest in which participants pretend to be dead, sometimes covering
their bodies with signs and other protest material.
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The letters written out in paper cranes―
Hiroshima Day

ヒロシマ忌地球はみなの故郷よ
Hiroshima ki chikyū wa mina no furusato yo

Hiroshima Day
The earth
is everyone’s home!

ヒロシマ忌は花鳥諷詠祈りけり
Hiroshima ki kachōfūei inori keri

Hiroshima Day—
Flowers and birds,
May they remain poetic forever!

語部としてロンドンにヒロシマ忌
Kataribe to shite Rondon ni Hiroshima ki

As a speaker,
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here in London―
Hiroshima Day

ヒロシマ忌詩人を嫌ふ被爆者も
Hiroshima ki shijin wo kirau hibakusha mo

Hiroshima Day―
Some hibakusha
hate poets

遠いどよめきは平和を叫ぶか子よ静かに眠れ
Tōi doyomeki wa heiwa wo sakebu ka ko yo shizuka ni nemure

Far away, they shout “peace”
my children,
sleep quietly

炎天、原爆許すまじと若者のうたう
Enten genbaku yurusumaji to wakamono no utau

Blazing sun,
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“Never forgive the A-Bomb!” —
The youth sing

平和宣言は空しくきえてゆくばかり高らかに読む
Heiwa sengen wa munashiku kiete yuku bakari takaraka ni yomu

The Declaration of Peace
disseminates emptily into the sky—
Loudly, they read.

その時鳩を放つ忽ち消ゆ原爆が落ちた天の一角
Sono toki hato wo hanatsu tachimachi shō yu genbaku ga ochita tennoikkaku

Releasing doves at the same time—
Disappearing at once into the corner of the sky
where the bomb fell from

ヒロシマ忌生き残りしは罪かとも
Hiroshima ki ikinokorishi wa tsumi ka tomo

Hiroshima Day—
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Being a survivor
seems truly a sin

鏡の中、死にそこねた顔でわらってみる
Kagami no naka, shi ni sokoneta kao de waratte miru

In the mirror,
With this face that wasn’t able to die
I try to smile

被爆者の一生消されないために
hibakusha no isshō kesarenai tame ni

A hibakusha’s life:
to not be
extinguished

原爆検診の列ですみんな年とりました
Genbaku kenshin no retsu desu minna toshi torimashita
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“Line up
for the a-bomb exam.”
Everyone is older

炎天の列、被爆者として待つことに馴れている
Enten no retsu, hibakusha to shite matsu koto ni narete iru

In line under the blazing sun,
as a hibakusha
I’ve grown accustomed to waiting

蟻の道被爆の後の記憶かな
ari no michi hibaku no ato no kioku kana

A line of ants—
reminiscent of the scene
after the bomb

被爆者とよばれおのが尿のビーカーをもつ
Hibakusha to yobare onoga nyō no bīkā wo motsu
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They call me “hibakusha”—
holding a beaker
of my own urine

裸身、照明をあびて俎上の魚となる
Rashin, shōmei wo abite sojō no sakana to naru

Naked, under the bright light
like a fish
on a cutting board

黙然とひとりドームにヒロシマ忌
mokuzen to hitori dōmu ni Hiroshima ki

Silent and alone
at the Atomic Dome—
Hiroshima Day

原爆のドーム沈黙去年今年
Genbaku no dōmu chinmoku kyonen kotoshi
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The Atomic Dome
Silence—
Last year, this year

ヒロシマ忌ドーム仰ぎて無言かな
Hiroshima ki dōmu aogite mugon kana

Hiroshima Day―
Looking up at the dome
in silence

原爆のドームに合掌ヒロシマ忌
Genbaku no dōmu ni gasshō Hiroshima ki

At the Atomic Dome
With palms together in prayer―
Hiroshima Day

濃き影を落とし黙禱ヒロシマ忌
Koki kage wo otoshi mokutō Hiroshima ki
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Casting a dense shadow
Silently praying—
Hiroshima Day

原爆のドーム仰げば天高し
Genbaku no dōmu aogeba ten takashi

Looking up
at the Atomic Dome ―
How high the heavens!163

原爆を落とした天へ頭を乗れて祈る人たち
Genbaku wo otoshita ten he atama wo norete inoru hitotachi

People pray with heads bowed—
To the heavens
that dropped the bomb

鎮魂碑あまたある町ヒロシマ忌
Chinkon hi amata aru machi Hiroshima ki

163

	
  

Translator’s original translation, replaced “A-bomb Dome” with “Atomic Dome”
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Monuments for the dead
Too many in this town—
Hiroshima Day164

8時15分鐘鳴り渡れヒロシマ忌
Hachi ji jūgo fun kane nari watare Hiroshima ki

8:15―
May the bell toll beyond
Hiroshima Day

原爆の日がすぎるとまたひっそりつくつくぼうし
Genbaku no hi ga sugiru to mata hissori tsukutsukubōshi

The day of the bombing has passed—
Cicada,
silent again

年を経たケロイドの色、傷は胸の奥にある
Toshi wo heta keroido no iro, kizu wa hone no oku ni aru

164

	
  

Translator’s original translation.
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As the years have passed,
The color of my keloid changes—
A wound, deep in my heart

句帖ふところに、心に秘めたるものあり
Kujō futokoro ni, kokoro ni himetaru mono ari

Poetry notebook in my breast pocket
In my heart,
I keep something secret

きょういのちありあすの時計まいておく
Kyō inochi ari asu no tokei maite oku

Today, I live—
I wind
my watch for tomorrow
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III.

TRANSLATOR’S NOTE

I was first introduced to the topic of World War II haiku in a lecture given by Professor
Mizobe Akio at Kanazawa University in the spring of 2013. Although I had been studying
Japanese culture and literature for several years, I had never been exposed to contemporary
haiku, nor had I truly considered the fact that people wrote haiku at all during this tumultuous
part of Japanese history. When first reading these haiku, I was immediately struck by an
overwhelming sense of sorrow. Even now, after months of studying and carefully translating
and retranslating these haiku, I still find them emotionally challenging to read.
That being said, I do believe it is important to come to an understanding of sorrow, and
these haiku have helped me in that process. In communicating with these texts and writing this
thesis, I have found a sense of purpose, and that is to hopefully introduce more people to the
beauty of these hibakusha’s creative endeavors. As Ōe notes, “The Japanese experience of…
their own catastrophes in Hiroshima and Nagasaki have not, by and large, been disseminated
outside of their own language and geography.”165 As a student of Japanese literature, and as an
individual of Japanese-American descent, I feel that it is my responsibility to spread these texts.
It is important to note that English translations of a large proportion of Mr. Shigemoto
Yasuhiko and Mr. Atsuyuki Matsuo’s work existed before I began working on this project in
2013. These translations by native Japanese speakers helped me clarify the meaning and intent
of the original authors. I can only hope that my revisions of these translations as well as my own
attempts at translation will help draw more English readers to the topic of atomic haiku.

165
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Considering that this is my first attempt at translation, I can really only hope that, in the
words of Professor Charles Inouye, “Sometimes, something really is better than nothing.”166 I
truly believe that “An author deserves to be respected, his feelings and wishes expressed. A
reader deserves a good read, and experience like that of reading the original. And finally, the
translator deserves to be true to one’s tastes, one’s understanding.”167 It has been an honor and
privilege to translate the works of these men who committed themselves at great emotional,
psychological, and physical cost to the task of recording and sharing their meaningful
experience.
As a final note, I’d like to include some websites that have more information about how
to get involved in the anti-nuclear movement.

Hiroshima Peace Site
http://www.pcf.city.hiroshima.jp/index_e2.html

Mayors for Peace
http://www.mayorsforpeace.org/english/index.html

ican: International Campaign to Abolish Nuclear weapons
www.icanw.org

The ATOM Project: Abolish Testing Our Mission
http://www.theatomproject.org/en/sign-the-petition/
166
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